THE HUMAN FACTOR IN HEALTH DATA SECURITY
Human error represents one of the leading causes of lost or stolen personal
health information (PHI). In an industry where data breaches can expose agencies or
organizations to millions of dollars in HIPAA fines, class-action lawsuits, reparations,
and reputational damage, it is no longer sufficient to rely on technology alone to
safeguard sensitive health data.

The average economic
impact of each data breach for
healthcare providers is

$2.4 million

Health data security poses an ongoing challenge for government agencies
and private sector institutions alike:

		
		

Government health data remains a common
target of theft and fraud.

Although only 10% of U.S. health data intrusions access data
from government institutions, government data accounts for
40% of all health records stolen

Data breaches can result from any
number of human errors:

***123

94% of private healthcare organizations had
at least one data breach in the last two years
PHI breaches up 138% in 2013

138%

70 breaches in January 2014

70

21 million Americans are victims of
unauthorized health data disclosure

21 mil

Healthcare executives list human error among
the most frequent cause of lost or stolen PHI

Connecting devices through unsecure
wireless networks

46%

Lost or stolen
electronic device

FROM HUMAN ERROR

Leaving portable electronic devices unattended

42%

Employee mistake or
unintentional action

FROM HUMAN ERROR

Improper disposal or mailing of paper documents

33%

Criminal
attack

Failure to fully implement or update information
security protocols

31%

Technical
glitch

14%

Malicious
insider

Reusing passwords on work and personal devices

How can government agencies and healthcare providers better safeguard data by reducing human error?

Adopt a security-centric
mindset when hiring,
onboarding, and continually
training employees

Encrypt all laptops,
desktops, and mobile devices
to mitigate the damage done
by lost or stolen property

Automate systems to
control virtual and physical
access to sensitive data

Conduct frequent audits
and risk assessments
in compliance with FISMA and
HIPAA protocols
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